
Oracle Kaia Ra Shines on 'Next Level Soul'
Podcast with Alex Ferrari

Kaia Ra shares spiritual insights and personal growth tips on "Next Level Soul" with Alex Ferrari.

SEDONA, ARIZONA, UNITED STATES, July 25, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Kaia Ra, the visionary

Oracle, and author, continues to make waves in the spiritual and personal development world.

Her latest interview on Alex Ferrari's acclaimed "Next Level Soul" podcast is now live, offering

listeners an riveting and transformative conversation.

In this important episode, Kaia Ra delves deep into her spiritual journey, sharing profound

wisdom and practical guidance on achieving personal and spiritual growth. Her conversation

with Alex Ferrari is a testament to her commitment to inspiring and empowering individuals to

unlock their highest potential.

"Next Level Soul" is renowned for its compelling interviews with thought leaders and spiritual

channels, and Kaia Ra's appearance is a significant addition to its rich catalog. The episode

covers a range of topics, including:

Personal Transformation: Kaia shares her own experiences and the lessons learned from her

journey to becoming an Oracle.

Spiritual Awakening: Insights into the process of spiritual awakening and how it can lead to a

more fulfilling life.

Practical Guidance: Kaia offers actionable advice for listeners looking to embark on their own

paths of self-discovery and spiritual growth.

"I'm grateful to the Next Level Soul Podcast community for their heartfelt interest in important

spiritual subject matters that are at the leading edge of conscious evolution,” says Oracle Kaia

Ra. “I deeply enjoyed my conversation with Alex Ferrari and hope that it continues to inspire

others to embrace the totality of their spiritual journey. The Sophia Code teachings are here to

guide us to our highest sovereign potential as we awaken the heart of humanity."

This latest podcast appearance comes on the heels of Kaia Ra's recent feature in Goss Magazine

and a prominent billboard release, further amplifying her message of transformation and

empowerment.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.crunchbase.com/person/kaia-ra-sedona


Hosted by Alex Ferrari, "Next Level Soul" is a podcast dedicated to exploring the depths of the

human soul and the journey of personal growth through channeling and spirituality. The show

features interviews with thought leaders, spiritual guides, and professional channels who are

making a remarkable difference in the lives of others.

Oracle Kaia Ra's journey, moving from profound trauma to spiritual triumph, epitomizes hope,

resilience, and the power of the human spirit. Demonstrating unwavering faith, resilience, and

sheer determination, she inspires myriad souls in their quest for sovereign freedom. Her story, a

testament to challenges and victories, acts as a North Star, guiding many on their intricate

spiritual paths toward healing and discovery.

###

Click here to check out this enlightening episode. 

For more news and information on Kaia Ra and The Sophia Code©, visit www.kaiara.com and

thesophiacodefoundation.org
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